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A recently widowed lady came to see me and told me that a spiritualist medium has told her many
things about her late husband that only she and her late husband knew. Therefore, the widow lady
enthused that spiritualism must be right.
A recent exhibition has proved how these mediums work. This exhibitions was not staged or sponsored
by any Christian or religious group. In fact, the presenters had no Christian or religious beliefs.
1. Mediums have ‘plants’… people come into a meeting and pay their entrance fee and may say to the
person at the door that she wants to hear whether her late husband was happy on the other side since
he died of bowel cancer exactly three weeks ago today while he was watching Match of the Day.
The person on the reception desk passes this information to the medium who later astounds the audience
with these revelations from the spirit world… no, it was from Bill Payne who was selling the tickets!
2. Mediums have friends who visit the lonely and sad and collect information and pass it on to mediums
but these friends do not attend the spiritualist meetings and so no connection is made.
3. Mediums pay undertakers and collect information from them about someone recently deceased
including information that no one else will know. The undertaker may divulge that the deceased had a
hidden birthmark, or a private tattoo or that he had a small cyst in his groin and damage to a private
part of his body. The undertaker passes this on to the medium and the widow is amazed at this information
when it is revealed by a medium or in a spiritualist meeting.
The acts of mediums are the same as magicians doing tricks. There is no truth in it, only deception.
Many other examples of devious spiritualist behaviour were made known and verified. There were
some mediums who were being fed secret information from MI5 and from police officers! Some
mediums and police officers at this exhibition admitted to this.
A woman who had been a medium and now regretted her years of deception demonstrated the ectoplasms
performed by Helen Duncan and in full view. She did this by regurgitating a part of a tea towel she
have devoured. All of this procedure was shown in full and not once did the reformed medium leave
the room or was hidden by anything.
A medium, who was a disciple of Betty Shine, said that she could heal anyone.
We found a boy with a broken leg in plaster. This medium tried but she was hopeless and her claim
was proved to be false.
Then there were brought forward UFOs brought in by heavy lifting gear which alientologists claimed
to be genuine flying saucers and had had aliens inside. These articles were proved to have been made
locally and to be frauds.
About forty people stood up and said that they had invented stories of being abducted by aliens and
that they had made money by writing books, television appearances and the such. They also said that
no one who claims to have seen aliens can give any proof of it.
It was proved the pictures of aliens on the internet were all frauds.

Pictures of flying saucers were also exposed as frauds and trickery.
The statement was made that all these psychic events were matters of faith but it was rightly pointed
out that this was blind faith and blind faith has no intelligence to back it up whereas, for example, the
Christian faith has ample secular evidence to prove it.
Another man, Alastair, said that in one of Betty Shine's books he is mentioned as having been healed
by Betty Shine and by surgery although they had never met or had spoken and lived 6,000 miles away.
Alistair said that this was total lies. Seven women said that their lives have been ruined by the fraudulent
Betty Shine.
Someone produced photographs of David Icke when he had claimed to be Jesus Christ including
photographs of him in a purple shell suite carrying a cross over his shoulder as he said he was on the
way to be crucified.
This proved again that spiritualists, psychics, ufologists and alientologists were and are pyschotic and
sick! Or they were making money by sensationalism and fraud! Or they were self-seeking and wanting
to become well-known, but most of them were out to lampoon those of a Christian or other religious
faith!
Behind all of this was a hatred of religion particularly Christianity!
The exhibition bookstall had a vast collection of books proving the fraudulent practises of these
psychic cults.
With all this irrefutable evidence some people present who believed in this nonsense became aggressive,
foul-mouthed and violent and invoked curses and death wishes upon those who had supplied the
evidence. The protesters displayed the worst sort of behaviour, explosive anger and anarchy. The
police arrested them while the presenters remained calm and courteous.
One teenage girl left the exhibition saying, “They are all bloody mad!”
Her friend replied, “But there are idiots who believe this! No wonder the country is going to the
dogs!”
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